Abstract
Introduction
High-performance computing, particularly in scientific domains, is increasingly based on parallel processing. One form of parallel or concurrent computing, using portable software systems or environments on general purpose networked computing platforms, has gained tremendous popularity in recent years. Several such software systems that support this model are in widespread use. Two important factors contributing to their success are cost effectiveness (as compared to traditional hardware multiprocessors), and high usability as a result of widely portable implementations, 
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Emory I Jtiiversity Atlanta, (;A 30322 support tools, and straightforward interfaces. Examples of such systems are Isis [l] , Linda [2] , Express [3] , and F'VM [7] . It should be noted that, these systems, referred to hereafter as "environments", are tlistinck from distributed operating systems, which are native kernel level implementations. Wide-ranging experiences (in terms of quantity and diversity of use) during t,he past several years has firmly established the viability and effectiveness of concurrent computing tools such as those mentioned above, and it is the general consensus of t,he high-performance scientific comput,-ing community that these systems will continue to play an actjive role in concurrent computing in the nearterm future.
( :oncurrent cornputing environments offer several programming interfaces, but with the exception of a few (notably Linda), they are uniformly based on some variant of message passing. While early transitions to this rriodel frorn traditional vector niac.hines and share-memory multiprocessors met with some resistance, message passing is now widely accepted as the normal programming arid computing model for most parallel machines, as well as for many of the software environments that emulate parallel computers. Essentially, the model is based on colleckions of async.hronously executing processes that interact and cooperate via the exchange of messages. On many multiprocessors, the proc.ess-processor binding is one-toone, hut software systems such as F'VM remove this restriction for greater flexibility. Typical manifestations of this model, both on hardware multiprocessors and software environments, consist of user-level libraries that, are bound into application programsthew libraries provide facilities for process management, communication, synchronization, and certain auxiliary functions.
The F'VM system is a software infrastructure that permits collections of heterogeneous machines to be used as a general-purpose, message-passing, parallel computer. IJnder F'VM, a user defined collection of serial, parallel, and vector computers appears as one large distributed-memory computer. Throughout this 2 The PVM System paper the term vzrtual rriachzne will be used to designate this logical distributed-memory machine. The PVM user library contains functions to start up tasks on the virtual machine and allows the tasks to communicate and sync,hronize with each other. Applic.ations, which can be written in Fortran77 or C:, can be parallelized by using message-passing construcks common to most distributed-memory computers. By sending and receiving messages, multiple tasks of an application can cooperate to solve a problem in parallel.
F'VM supports heterogeneity a t the application, machine, and network level. Users may exploit this feature in several ways; for instance, F'VM allows application tasks to exploit the architecture best suited to their solution. PVM handles all data c.onversion that may be required if different c,omputers in the virtual machine use different data representations, in addition to making transparent other inconsistencies between machines in terms of architecture and operating system facilities, thereby providing for machine heterogeneity. PVM also permits the virtual machine to be interconnecked by a variety of different networks.
The F'VM project started in the summer of 1989 a t Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and is now an ongoing collaborative research project a t Emory CJniversity, ORNL, and the CJniversity of Tennessee (UT), It is a basic research effort aimed a t advancing science, and is wholly funded by research appropriations from the IJ.S. Department of Energy, the National Science Foundation, and the State of Tennessee. Owing to its experimental nature, the F'VM project produces software that is of utility to researchers in the scientific community and to others. This software is, and has been distributed freely in the interest of advancement of science and is being used in compiitational applications around the world.
In the next section, we disc.uss the PVM computing model and describe the programming interface as well as an operational overview, noting aspects that have undergone evolutionary changes over the duration of the project. We then disc.uss our experiences with scientific computing using I'VM , and present some performanw figures based on its use. In order to highlight the diversity of applic.ations that F'VM has been used for, Section 4 presents cullings from user feedback obtained in the last several months, and the c,onclriding seckion discusses the value of F'VM and similar systems, and lists ongoing and future projects.
F'VM (Parallel Virtual Machine) is a software system that permits the utilization of a heterogeneous network of parallel and serial computers as a unified general and flexible concmrent computational resource. T h e F'VM system [7] initially supported the message passing, shared memory, and hybrid paradigms, thus allowing applications to use the most appropriate c,omputing model, for the entire application or for individual sub-algorithms. However, support for emulated shared-memory was omitted as the system evolved, since the message-passing paradigm was the model of c,hoice for most scientific. parallel processing applications. F'rocessing elements in F'VM may be scalar machines, distributed-and sharedmemory multiprocessors, vector supercomputers and special purpose graphics engines, thereby permitting the use of the best suited c,omputing resource for each component of an application. This versatility is valuable for several large and c,omplex applications including global environmental modeling [5] , fluid dynamic.s simulations [ 6 ] , and weather prediction applications. However, the full effec.tiveness of the F'VM system can be realized, with significant benefits, on common hardware platforms such as a loc,al network of general purpose workstations.
The F'VM system is composed of a suite of userinterface primitives supporting software that together enable concurrent compnting on loosely coupled networks of processing elements. Some of the prominent advantages of the system are: the ability to execute in ezzstzng network environments without the need for specialized hardware or software enhancements or modifications. support for multiple parallel computation models, particularly useful in conjunction with support for multiple hardware architectures. 0 integral provision of debugging and administrative facilities, rising interactive graphical interfaces.
support for fault-tolerance and partially degraded execution in the presence of machine or network failures.
auxiliary profiling and visualization tools that permit post-mortem analysis of program behavior.
Architectural Description
F'VM may be implemented on a hardware base consisting of different mac,hine architectures, including single (:PIT systems, vector machines, and multiprocessors. These computing elements may he interconnected by one or more networks, which may themselves be different (e.g. one implementation of F'VM operates on Ethernet, the Internet, and a fiber 01, -tic network). These computing elements are acc.essed by applications via a standard interface that supports common concurrent processing paradigms in the form of well-defined primitives that are embedded in procedural host languages. Application programs are composed of coniponents that are subtasks a t a moderately large level of granularity. [hiring execution, multiple instances of each component may be initiated. Application programs view the F'VM system as a general and flexible parallel computing resource. This resource rnay be accessed a t three different levels: the lransparent mode in which component instances are automatically located a t the most appropriate sites, the a r c h z t r r t~r e -d e p e n d r n t mode in which the user may indicate specific architectures on which particular components are to execute, and the l o w l e u e l mode in which a particular machine may be specified. Such layering permits flexibility while retaining the ability to exploit particular strengths of individnal machines on the network. The F'VM user interface is strongly typed; support for operating in a heterogeneous environment is provided in the form of special constriicts that selectively perform machine-dependent, data conversions where necessary. Inter-instance commonication constructs include those for the exchange of data structures as well as high-level primitives such as broadcast , barrier synchronization, mutual exclusion, and rendezvous.
Application programs under F'VM may possess arbitrary control and dependency structures. In other words, a t any point in the execution of a c,oncurrent application, the processes in existence may have arbitrary relationships between each other and, further, any process may communicate and/or synchronize with any other. This is the most unstrnctiired form of crowd compntation, but in practice a significant number of concurrent applications are more st,ructilred. Two typic,al structures are the tree and the "regular crowd" structure. We use the latter term to denote crowd computations in which each process is identical; frequently si1c.h applications also exhibit regular communication and synchronization patterns. Any specific control and dependency structure may be implemented under the F'VM system by appropriate use of F'VM constructs and host language control flow stat ern en t s.
Multiproc.essing on loosely coupled networks provides facilities that are normally not available on tightly coupled multiprocessors. Debugging support, fault tolerance in the form of checkpoint-restart, uniprocessor level I/(:) facilities, and profiling and monitoring to identify hot-spots or load imbalances within an application are examples. On the other hand, several obstacles and difficulties are also associated with networked concnrrent computing. Among these are generating and maintaining multiple object modules for different architectures, considerations of security arid intrusion into personal workstations, and a number of administratfive and housekeeping functions. In its present form, F'VM supports two auxiliary cornponerit,s that provide some desirable features and overcome several of the obstacks. First, the HeN(:E interface is a graphical tool that eases many of the application tasks of specifying components, handling input and output, interacting with F'VM during execution, managing multiple objects, and providing a debugging interface. Second, F'VM is undergoing extensions to provide a uniform programming interface, in a vein similar to the F'ICL library [12] that supports port,able parallel prograrnming and profiling.
Operational Overview
The F'VM system is composed of two parts. The first part is a daemon, called putrid, that resides on all the computers comprising the virtual machine. F'vmd is designed so any user with a valid login can install this daemon on a machine. To run a F'VM application, the user executes pvrnd on one of the machines, specifying a list of other hosts that together forrn the virtual machine for this particular session. This first pvrnd in turn starts up the daemons on each of the oth-ers, and the set of daemons cooperate via distributed algorithms to initialize the, virtual mac.hine. T h e PVM applic.ation can then be started by executing a program on any of these computers; the usual method is for this manually started program to spawn other applic.ation processes, using PVM facilities. Multiple users may configure overlapping virtual machines, and eac,h user can execute several F'VM applications simultaneously.
The second part of the system is a library of F'VM interface routines (Iibpviri. a). This library contains user callable routines for message passing, spawning processes, coordinating tasks, and modifying the virtual machine. Applic.ation programs must, be linked with this library to use F'VM.
The HeNCE subsystem
HeN(:E is a tool that greatly simplifies the writing of parallel prograrns [13]. In HeN('E, the programmer explicitly specifies parallelism between subroutines by drawing a graph where nodes in the graph represent subroutines written in either Fortran or (:. The programmer must supply the HeN(:E graph and the source code for the subroutine nodes HeN(:E will autornatically execute the subroutines in parallel (whenever possible) across a network of heterogeneous machines. The programmer does not need to w e any parallel programming primitives and does not need to write any code beyond that supplied for the node subroutines. HeN(:E relies on the F'VM system [ I l l for process initialization and communication. F'rograrnmers wishing to write explicit message passing parallel programs on a network of machines should explore using the F'VM system directly HeN( :E is cornposed of 5 integrated graphical tools.
The compose tool allows a programmer to specify the parallelism of an application by drawing a graph describing dependencies between user defined procedures. HeN( :E uses the graph to autornatically write the parallel program. With the configure tool the user specifies a network of heterogeneous computers to be used as a parallel virtual rnachine and defines a cost matrix between machines and procedures. The build tool uses the configuration and cost matrix to compile and install the procedures written by the first tool on the appropriate machines. The execute tool dynamically maps procedures to machines for execution of the application and collects tracing information. Finally, there IS a trace tool that reads the trace information and displays an animation of the execution, either in real time for debugging or later for performance analysis.
PVM Version 3.0
The F'VM model, interfaces, implementation, and portability have proven sound enough that several hnndred sites are actively using the system. Such widespread use has aided system evolution enormoIisIy, a substantial part of these changes being attributable to user feedback. As a result, the third major version (3.0) of F'VM is imminent; prior versions included 1.0 (not publicly released) and 2.0-2.4 (each with a few minor release versions). The basic computing model remains the same in F'VM 3.0; however, the system core has been completely redesigned for improved performance, scalability and fault tolerance while maintaining F'VM's high standards of portabilit,y and robustness. Important modifications are briefly outlined in this section. Specific syntax and detailed explanations of the 3.0 system are omitt>ed frorn this paper since the specification is subject to change prior to system release scheduled for 2Q 1993.
Based on iiser feedback and internal changes deemed necessary, the user interface has been somewhat modified in 3.0. Most changes are syntactic, althongh a few semantic changes were also required. One fiindarnental change involves process identific.atiori arid addressing; processes in :3,0 are represented by an integer task identifier (called the t i d ) , while in previous versions, processes were identified by a c.omponent name and instance number pair. The tid is the primary and most efficient method of identifying processes in F'VM. Since tids must be unique across the entire virtual machine, they are supplied by the system. F'VM 3.0 contains several routines that return tid values so that, the user application can identify other processes in t,he system. Although less efficient, processes can still be identified by a name and instance nuniber by joining a group. A user defines a group name and F'VM returns a unique instance number for this process in this group.
A significant new feature in F'VM 3.0 is support for certain forms of failure resilience. If a host (i.e. a computer in a virtual machine) fails, F'VM will ailtornatic.ally t1etec.t this and delete the host from the virtual machine. The status of hosts can be inspected by the application, and if required a replacement host can be added. It is still the responsibility of the application developer t,o make his application tolerant of host failure. F'VM makes no attempt to automatically recover processes that, are aborted liecause of a host failure. Another use of this featnre wonld be to add more hosts as they become available, for example on a weekend, or if the applic.ation dynamic.ally determines it could use more computational power. Version 3.0 also contains provisions for dynamic process groups. In F'VM, functions that logically deal with groups of processes such as broadcast and barrier use the user's explicitly defined group names as arguments. Groups may overlap, and a process can belong to multiple groups. Routines are provided for processes to join or to leave a group. F'rocesses can query for inforrnation about other group members.
Finally, version 3.0 c,ontains facilities that enable straightforward integration of hardware miilt,iprocessors into a virtual mac.hine. F'VM was originally developed for concurrent computation across multiple, interc.onnec,ted, but independent, machines. As a result, in order to exploit true multiprocessors such as the Intel iF'SC:/860, it was necessary to write a F'VM program for the "host" processor that received messages from the external network, and routed them to individual nodes using the native message-passing roiltines on the machine. Similarly for rnessages from a node destined for an external machine, the F'VM program on the host converted these messages from native format to F'VM format and routed them over the network. With F'VM 3.0 the dependence on network specific rnechanisms is relaxed, and c.ornrnunication within multiple network types as well as across them is transparently handled. For example, programs written in F'VM 3.0 can run on a network of SIJN's, on a group of nodes on an lntel F'aragon, on rn~iltiple Paragons connected by a network, or a heterogeneous c,ombination of miiltiprocessor computers that are geographically distributed. F'VM 3.0 is designed tlo use vendor specific communic.at,ion calls within a rriolt,iprocessor.
Scientific Computing Experiences
The F'VM system has been iised for the execution of a variety of application codes on different networks, each with its unique mix of processing elements. Example applications that have been executed under F'VM include matrix factorization, stochastic sirnulation of toroid networks, and Mandelbrot image computations. In this section we describe in detail two applications that are drawn from the domain of scientific computing, and are large, computationally intensive codes that are well known. The first, is an application that models the physical properties of complex substitutionally disordered materials, and the second is a molecular dynamics application.
Superconductivity Studies
The first applic.ation models the physical properties of complex substitutionally disordered materials. A few important examples of physical systems and situations in which substitutional disorder plays a critical role in determining rnaterial properties inc.lude: metallic alloys, high-temperature superc.onductors, magnetic phase transitions, and metal/insnlator transitions. The algorithm is an implementation of the Korringa, Kohn and Rostoker coherent potential approximation (KKR-(.:€'A) method for calculating the elect,ronic properties, energetics and other ground state properties of substitutionally disordered alloys [8] .
The KKR-(.:€'A parallel algorithm was executed 1111-der the F'VM system using several c.ombinations of different numbers of IHM RS/6000 F'owerstations. For each of these experiments, no source code changes were made; only the F'VM host pool and applic.ation input files were modified as appropriate. Owing to the inherent differences in processor speed between the model 320, model 530 and model 550 Powerstat)ions that were used, the number of energies was varied so as to approxirnately balance the load on each processor. Table 1 shows the effective megaflop rate achieved by the F'VM system for the KKR-(:F'A algorithm on different combinations of IHM RS/6000 F'owerstations. In the 13-machine experiment, 4 model 320 systems and 7 model 530 systems were physically on a single Ethernet network, while the remaining 530 and 550 systems were geographically distant, and accessed via a 1.5Mb T1 link. In all other experiments, all RS/6000 systems were interconriec.ted by a single Ethernet network. It can be seen from the table that near linear speedups were attained for this application, owing to t,he relatively high computation-to-communication ratio. More significant is the extremely high computational rate, particularly considering that speeds in excess of 250 Mflops could be achieved using existing, general purpose RS/6000 F'owerstations, interconnected by existing networks that were in simultaneous use for other act,ivities. Of particular note is the relatjive price-performance ratio of the F'VM system on IHM RS/6000 F'owerstations as compared to supercomputers and hardware multiprocessors; an abbreviated listing is shown in Table 2 .
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Another scientific computing application in which very high levels of performance have been achieved us- [9] . This 10000 atorns) , parallel algorithms on the Ncube/2 can execute at, tip to twice the speed of the (.hay. These findings are consistent with the observation that as the size of the system increases, the communication to computation ratio of the parallel algorithms decreases, thereby reducing the message passing overheads in the parallel irnplernentation.
The MI) simulation algorithm was implemented on the F'VM system for execution on a network of RS/SOOO F'owerstations. This algorithm assigns to each processor, a fixed region of space, and updates the positions of all atoms within its box in a given timestep. T h e F'VM implementation of this MI) algorithm was adapted from an algorithm originally designed for the hyperc.ube architecture. (iiven the regular interconnection structure of the hypercube, the control and cornmunic.ation structure is also regular; essentially consisting of iterative phases of F'DE solutions, followed by data exchanges along eac,h dirnension of the hypercube. The data exchanged between each computational phase c.onsists of atom veloc.ities and force values; t<ypical runs involved the exchange of several hundred messages, each of the order of several hundred K H in size.
The results of the molecular dynamics application for a range of processors and problem sizes are given in Table 3 . The table compares the execution times of F'VM using a network of RS/6000 F'owerstations and the iF'S(:/860 hypercube. For a small number of processors, F'VM over a 1.2 MH/sec Ethernet is quite competitive with a hypercube with dedicated 2.8 MH/sec channels. Load imbalances became worse on F'VM when eight processors were used because the workstations had different computational rates. With an even more heterogeneous mixtiire of rnachines, the load imbalances would be expected to get rniich worse given this application's method of parallelization. (These load imbalances are not seen in the KKR-(.:€'A application because its method of parallelization employs a dynamic load balanc.ing scheme.) Nevertheless, it is encouraging to note that the E'VM system performs quite well, even for the MI) application which inherently has a high communic.ation to computation ratio.
PVM Usage and Application Domains
As mentioned earlier, several hundred sites are actively using F'VM a t the time of writing. Along with Express, Linda, ancl F'armacs, F'VM appears to be a highly viable toolkit and methodology for concurrent computing on heterogeneous networks of processing elements. In this section, we present feedback regarding F'VM usage from a very small cross-section of the user community, to highlight the different application A scientific computing consultancy uses F'VM for large (1OO,OOO-5OO,OOO line) scientific applications involving meteorology, photochemistry, particle dispersion and underground transport and aqrieoils chemistry.
At the (.:olorado School of Mines, E'VM is used for running seismic migration applications on several workstations. Seismic migration, which gives the s1ibsurfac.e image of the earth from the data recorded at the surface, is computationally intensive, especially in 3-D case. In real 8-11 seismic migration, the data set is about 4(; bytes and the c.omputation required is of the order of several billion floating point operations. The c.oncJiide that they can run a real problem on 5 IBM/RS6000-520 and 530 in about 15 hours, which is comparable to the performance on (.:RAY. In this application, F'VM is used not only to do the computation in parallel, but also to c.oordinate the disk I/(:) in order to make the data 1 / 0 in parallel.
At the IJniversity of IJtah, researchers are developing a parallel solver for nonsymmetric partial difkrential equations, which they will eventually integrate into a large-scale combustion model.
(hirrently they use F'VM on a network of IHM RS/SOOO model 520 workstations, connected by token ring. These processors will soon be upgraded to model 560s, and the token ring network will be replaced by an FDDI network. They also plan to offer F'VM as the basis for network parallel computing on an FDDI configuration.
At a NASA researc.h center, F'VM is being used for (1) flow simulations for a variety of problems in hypersonic., rarefied flows using the 1% At Boeing, F'VM is being used for a (:FD code utilizing modular multizonal methods which lend themselves well to coarse grained parallelization. Initially, they are running it on a cluster of 12 S(:I workstations, and they expect to extend it to include some RS6000's, some HF' 700 series machines and a ( h a y YMF'.
(krfacs in France use F'VM for several applications, including a project that will couple a model of the ocean ancl a model of the atmosphere. F'VM is being used to send the boundary information between the two models. The second application is a parallel algorithm for solving the glohal optimization problem. This algorithm is very coarse grained and extremely well suited for a heterogeneous computation environment,. They are using the algorithm to solve optjimization problems for planning satellite trajectories for satellites dedicated to collecting altimeter informat,ion. 
Con cl us ions and 0 ng oing Work
In this paper, we have described the F'VM system and its evolution, experiences, and uses. T h e F'VM system is a valuable environment for the concurrent execution of applications on heterogeneous networked plat,forrns. F'VM is attractive from both technical arid economic viewpoints; experiences have been very encouraging and have demonstrated F'VM's potential for achieving supercomputer level performance a t a fraction of the cost, as well as for providing highly effective emulations of parallel machines. The latter point is especially important; literally everyone has access to high performance workstations which, if used c.ollectively can be as effeckive as true hardware multiprocessors. The F'VM software infrastructure is instrumental in enabling a c,ollec.tion of these machines to be seamlessly integrated into a coherent and flexible concurrent computing resource Its ease of iise, coupled with support for mnltiple concurrent programming paradigms and auxiliary tools for debugging and monitoring support, significantly increases the eflectiveness of network based computing. Ongoing and future work on the F'VM systern includes support for high speed fiber optic networks, enhancing the program development facilities, support for objectoriented concurrent computing, process-level fault tolerance, and increasing the efficiency of internal algorithms. We believe that the F'VM approach is a viable alternative or complement to conventional supercornput irig .
